Abstract. For well-stirred multiphase fluid systems the mean interface area per unit volume, or "specific interface area" SV , is a significant characteristic of the system state. In particular, it is important for the dynamics of systems of immiscible liquids experiencing interfacial boiling. We estimate the value of parameter SV as a function of the heat influxQV to the system or the average system overheat Θ above the interfacial boiling point. The derived results can be reformulated for the case of an endothermic chemical reaction between two liquid reagents with the gaseous form of one of the reaction products. The final results are restricted to the case of thin layers, where the potential gravitational energy of bubbles leaving the contact interface is small compared to their surface tension energy.
Introduction
For multiphase liquid systems the mean contact interface area per unit volume, or the "specific interface area" S V ≡ (δS/δV ), is an important characteristic of the state. It is especially significant for the systems where this interface is active chemically or in some other way. The systems of immiscible liquids experiencing interfacial boiling [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] are an example of the systems where parameter S V becomes especially important. For the interfacial boiling the vapour phase grows if the sum of saturated vapour pressures of the liquids brought in contact excesses the atmospheric pressure, which means that this boiling can occur under conditions where no boiling in the bulk of both liquids is possible. The problem of calculation of S V cannot be addressed rigourously and any direct numerical simulation, being extremely challenging and CPU-time consuming, will provide results pertaining to specific system set-ups. Thus, some general assessments on S V can be highly beneficial.
In this paper we provide the assessments for the process of gas generation at the direct contact interface for a thin layer. The generated vapour volume in the system will be proportional to the heat influx to the interface. Therefore, our results will be relevant both for the case of endothermic chemical reaction between two liquids with the gaseous form of one of the reaction products and for the case of interfacial boiling [14, 15] . At the direct contact interface, a vapour layer grows and produces bubbles which breakaway of the interface and rise. The presence of vapour bubbles changes the fluid buoyancy and performs a "stirring" of the system. Additional kinetic energy is brought into the system by bubble poppings at the liquid-atmosphere interface. In [15] , the theory has been developed for the case where one can neglect the latter contribution into the balance of mechanical energy. In this work we consider an opposite limiting case; the liquid layer is thin in a sense that the potential gravitational energy of rising bubbles is small compared to their surface tension energy.
For a two-liquid system experiencing direct contact boiling, the quantity of our interest depends on parameters of liquids and characteristics of the evaporation process, which are controlled by the mean overheating and the bubble production rate [9] . In this work the volumes of both components are assumed to be commensurable, no phase can be considered as a medium hosting dilute inclusions of the other phase. The characteristic width of the neighborhood of the vapour layer, beyond which the neighborhood of another vapour layer lies, is (see figure 1 )
The process of boiling of a mixture above the bulk boiling temperature of the more volatile liquid is well-addressed in the literature [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Hydrodynamic aspects of the process of boiling below the bulk boiling temperature [13, 14] have to be essentially similar at the macroscopic level; rising and popping vapour bubbles drive the stirring of system, working against the gravitational stratification into two layers with a flat horizontal interface, the surface tension forces tending to minimize the interface area, and viscous dissipation of the flow kinetic energy. Specifically, the behaviour of parameter S V depending on macroscopic characteristics of processes in the system should be the same as for systems with superheating of the more volatile component. In what follows, we perform an analytical assessment of the dependence of S V on the evaporation rate for a well-stirred system. The evaporation rate can be controlled either by the average overheat Θ of the system above the interfacial boiling point T * (section 4) or heat influx (section 5).
Energy flux balance in a well-stirred system
Let us derive the rough relationships between the macroscopic parameter S V of the system state and the heat influx rate per unit volumeQ V = δQ/(δV δt) for a statistically stationary process of interfacial boiling.
The flow and consequent stirring in the system are enforced by the buoyancy and poppings of the vapour bubbles, while other mechanisms counteract the stirring of the system. These other mechanisms are gravitational stratification of two liquids, surface tension tending to minimise the interface area and viscous dissipation of the flow energy. Since the latent heat of phase transitions and heat of temperature inhomogeneities are enormously large compared to the realistic values of the kinetic energy of microscopic motion and gravitational potential energy (e.g., see [15] for quantitative estimates), the latter can be neglected in consideration of the heat balance. Hence, all the heat inflow into the system can be considered to be spent for the vapour generation;
2 )V v , where V is the system volume,V v is the volume of the vapour produced in the system per unit time, Λ j is the enthalpy of vaporization per one molecule of liquid j, and n (0) j is the saturated vapour pressure of liquid j. Thus,
(
The mechanical energy income from one rising and popping vapour bubble E bub is converted into the kinetic energy of liquid flow, the potential energy of a stirred state of the two-liquid system, the surface tension energy and dissipated by viscosity forces. In a statistically stationary state, the mechanical kinetic and potential energies do not change averagely over time and all the energy influx is to be dissipated by viscosity;
whereẆ l,k is the rate of viscous dissipation of energy, τ is the time of generation of the vapour volume V v , V v =V v τ , N is the number of bubbles which reach the atmosphere-liquid interface per time τ . Hence,
where V bub is the characteristic volume of a bubble.
Energy income E bub from one bubble
The average potential gravitational energy of the rising bubble is ρgV bub h/2, where we assume a nearly uniform distribution of the bubble formation sites over height, h is the liquid layer thickness, ρ is the characteristic density of two liquids. The surface tension energy of the bubble is 4πr 2 bub σ, where σ is the characteristic surface tension for two liquids. Here, one should also take into account the energy of the vapour compression by the surface tension forces, which will be released as the bubble pops. The pressure increase by the surface tension forces is δP = 2σ/r bub . As the bubble pops, the pressure excess over the atmospheric pressure drops to zero, and the work made by the expanding vapour is A δV = P dV . For a reference bubble radius ∼ 1 mm [14, 16] , the reference pressure increase ∼ 10 2 Pa, which is small compared to the atmospheric pressure, and the integrand of the latter integral remains nearly constant; therefore, A δV ≈ P δV . For a quick process of the bubble popping, one can neglect the energy dissipation due to molecular heat conduction and consider the expansion process to be adiabatic; P V c P /c V = const, where c V and c P are the isochoric and isobaric specific vapour heat capacities, respectively, and thus P −1 (−δP ) + (c P /c V )V −1 δV = 0 (here we take into account, that in our terms the pressure change is (−δP )). Hence, A δV = (c V /c P )V δP .
While the surface tension forces act immediately on the liquid and one can assume the surface tension energy to be released into the kinetic flow energy of the liquid, the expanding vapour enforces both the motion of the surrounding liquid and gas flow. Thus, for the vapour expansion work, one should introduce a coefficient ϑ of the efficiency of the energy conversion into the mechanical energy of the liquid flow. With this conversion coefficient, where we introduce notation
Let us compare the gravitational and surface tension terms in E bub . They are equal for
For the n-heptane-water system, the characteristic observed value of r bub was 0.5-1 mm [14, 16] , which yields h * ∼ 5-10 cm. The case of h ≫ h * has been considered in [15] and in this paper we assume h ≪ h * . Henceforth in this paper,
Now one has to evaluate r bub . In [13] for a well-stirred system, the vapour layer thickness reached before the vapour breakaway, which is sketched in figure 2 , has been evaluated
, where η v is the dynamic viscosity of the vapour. This vapour breakaway occurs over the interface area S bub between points A and B in figure 2a , which has the second horizontal scale (perpendicular to the sketch plane) ∼ H. Thus, S bub ∼ H × (H/ cos ψ ), where the averaging of cos ψ is performed along the interface and, therefore, cos ψ ≈ 1/2. The vapour volume forming a bubble is
, and equation (4) can be finally rewritten as
Viscous dissipation and heat transfer within the turbulent boundary layer near the interface
In [15] , the flow in the system has been shown to be essentially turbulent. With this turbulent flow momentum and heat transfer in the system is governed by the laws derived for the turbulent boundary layer [17, 18] . According to these laws, as derived in [15] , the viscous energy loss rate
and the space-average kinetic energy of liquid flow
where empiric constants κ ≈ 0.4 and ξ 0 ≈ 0.13 are known from experiments with turbulent boundary layers, ν is the characteristic kinematic viscosity of two liquids, e is the Euler's number, and u * measures the characteristic turbulent pulsations of the flow velocity. Physically, u * is determined by flow kinetic energy W l,k (equation (7) provides the relation between them) and governs viscous energy dissipationẆ l,k (see equation (6)).
The the heat flux to the interface from one liquid phase can be determined from the temperature boundary layer theory [19, 20] (see [15] for details on the implementation of the theory to our case);
where turbulent Prandtl number β ≈ 0.9 for the turbulent boundary layer is known from experiments, c P is the liquid specific heat capacity and Θ is the average temperature excess above the interfacial boiling point.
Approximation of mechanical energy equipartition
We have to establish the relationship between the flow kinetic energy and the mechanical potential energy in the system. Rising vapour bubbles pump the mechanical energy into the system, while its stochastic dynamics is governed by interplay of its flow momentum and the forces of the gravity and the surface tension on the interface. In thermodynamic equilibrium, the total energy is strictly equally distributed between potential and kinetic energies related to quadratic terms in Hamiltonian (this statement is frequently simplified to a less accurate statement, that energy is equally distributed between kinetic and potential energies associated with each degree of freedom). Being not exactly in the case where one can rigorously speak of thermalization of the stochastic Hamiltonian system dynamics, we still may estimate the kinetic energy of flow to be of the same order of magnitude as the mechanical potential energy of the system. Thus,
where W l,pg and W l,pσ are the gravitational potential energy and the surface tension energy, respectively. In [14] it has been shown, that for physically plausible regimes of interfacial boiling of a well-stirred system, the surface tension energy is large compared to the gravitational potential energy and the latter can be neglected (as in [15] );
The surface tension energy is
where we neglected the interface area of the stratified state compared to the area V S V in the well-stirred state. Due to the presence of the vapour layer between liquids the effective surface tension coefficient of the interface is (σ 1 + σ 2 ) but not σ 12 as it would be in the absence of the vapour layer.
3. Specific interface area S V providing energy transfer balance 3.1. S V as a function of average overheat Θ From equations (1), (2), (5) and (6), one finds forQ V :
The relation between S V and u * follows from equations (9) and (7);
which can be recast as 2κ
On the other hand, the heat inflowQ V = 2q T S V for a turbulent boundary layer is given by equation (8);Q
Equations (10)- (12) form a self-content equation system for S V , u * andQ V . In these equations one can neglect discrepancies in the logarithm arguments as the argument is large u * /(νS V ) ≫ 1. ExcludingQ V and logarithms from equations (10)- (12), one can find
V .
Substitution of u * into equation (11) yields
where
One can express the solution to transcendent equation (13) in the form of a continuous logarithmfraction [15] ;
Θ1 . This result can be rewritten as
,n (Z) ≡ ln 4 5 Z ln
. . . Z ln
(n − 1) times Z . . .
for n = 1, 2, 3, ... . Due to a large value of Z the convergence of this function with respect to n is fast; for physically relevant values of Z, function F 7/5,2 (Z) deviates from F 7/5,∞ (Z) by less that 1%.
Systems driven by heat inflowQ V
If the system state is controlled by a given heat inflowQ V (or, equivalently, vapour production rateV v /V , which is related toQ V via equation (1)), one can express from equations (10), (11):
2 ) (ρσ) 
Solution to equation (17) 
Conclusion
On the basis of the energy flux balance in the system, the assumption of the system stochastization and transport laws for turbulent boundary layers, we have evaluated the specific interface area S V as a function of parameters which can control the system state: average overheat Θ and heat inflowQ V (or, equivalently, vapour generation rateV v /V ). The results are derived in the form of continuous logarithm-fractions (16) and (20) , which possess fast convergence properties (with respect to the number of iterations) for physically relevant value of parameters [15] .
